
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LETTER COLLABORATION BETWEEN KING 

Nii Ayitey Anumle Oyanka I 

AND 

HRM King Muad’Dib (Jamel El’Osiris) 

 

 

1. The above subject refers. 

 
2. We are pleased to in for that Obilieman Abola We; GA State is collaborating with Numi Kingdom 

Wealth Solutions Inc. on the implementation of common Business Goals. 

 

3. The purpose of this collation is to fits within the larger goals of each organization, holistic 

prosperity development, achieve by catalyzing trade, knowledge cultural development projects. 

Investment, capital and business flows and leveraging commodities of countries and communities, 

GA border goal is to develop the region of GA State, Obilieman. 

 

4. This initiative will also encourage and create will create thousands of Ghanaian jobs for 

professionals, college graduates, white collar, blue collar, and labour. 

 
5. We are jointly working with Ministry of Aviation and Tourism. Business Development in 

offering the following accredited mandate to bring this project to fruition. 

 

6, We hope collaborate Numi Kingdom Wealth Solutions Inc. will in near future construct modern 

airport for commercial purposes, we are a very committed and to support bring said vision to 

fruition. 

 

7. Having accepted, convinced to start a collaboration fully dedicated to an idea and follow up on 

newly financial stream (Numi Kingdom Trust Bank) to acquire the requisite license from Bank of 

Ghana upon confirmation of meeting Bank of Ghana's new minimum capital requirement of 

GHC400M to operate in Ghana without any perjury by law. 

 

 

8. In collaborating with Numi Kingdom Wealth Solutions Inc., rights for the development of the 

above reference projects. which is being proposed as an infrastructure within GA West Consistency 

under my jurisdiction. The E-waste to Energy program is signed by the government and is about to 

take flight. Creating accessible road and portable water for the community. 



The provisions of the letter of intent are subject in all respects to the executive and delivery of 

definite collaboration Agreement accepted by the Republic of Ghana. 

 

The parties shall continue negotiation of a collaboration agreement setting forth the terms, 

conditions and duties of the parties and shall move as expeditiously as possible towards the earliest 

position execution we would enter into an agreement under the following terms and conditions. 

 

The chief collaboration agreement between Numi Kingdom Wealth Solutions Inc. but be consistent 

with the partners who are designated to come on board in a near future. Proposal and funding 

agreement, and will include terms and conditions pertaining to the undertaking of the scope of work 

listed in E-waste Energy projects and Development of the Ghana Aviation Program(GAP). 

 

This day 13th day of January 2021. 

 

 
Truly, 

 

 

Nii Ayitey Anumle Oyanka I 

 

 

Chief of Obilieman 

 Acting Paramount Chief Opah 

 Chairman, Abola Piam Royal Council 


